Christine Bates
Sign language is the light of the world
Mixed (Black india ink and pastels)
12” by 18”
Description: Light bulb, affirmative challenge. Please excuse the simple drawing but I love the title. After thinking about the light bulb, this verse popped into my head - John 8:12 (When Jesus spoke again to the people, he said, “I am the light of the world. Whoever follows me will never walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.” -NIV). Pow! I see the same for ASL... Once we learn ASL, we have the best way of communication in school, job, life and we would never want to go back to oralism only.
Any deaf person that uses other sign language than ASL can put their own sign language in place of ASL. I use ASL in this picture because it is based on my own deaf experience. ASL is my light of life.
Jascha Blume
lightbulb is founded by deaf man, everyone is happy
drawing w/ BIC-pen
Brenda Boaz-Pond
Aww Moment
Medium: Acrylic Painting
Size: 8 x 10
This painting reminds me of aww moment when I see someone signing in ASL gives me a whole meaning of language! Light bulb means OH-I-SEE!
David Call
Veditz's Light Bulbs
Graphite and colored pencil
Patti Durr
"Edison & Co."
Acrylic on Canvas (with print)
20 x 20
Feb 2015

Painting of Thomas Edison with grey vest and black jacket holding a lit up Edison light bulb and a film strip going into his mouth and coming out of another hand. George W. Veditz signing "defend" is being projected from Edison's left ear, bottom corner has a red linocut print of a lit candle with yellow flames added while Edison's other hand holds a film strip that vaguely shows a figure in each frame. background is a glowingish red
In spite of the fact I went to a private deaf school- I didn't truly experience deaf culture and ASL until I went to Gallaudet. The "lightbulb" inside my heart was turned on for the first time allowing me to embrace my deaf identity w/ pride.
Takiyah Harris
Nightlife Silent Chat
10x8
haptic art
Kyle Hoffer
"Light of Opportunity."
ink paint
Hinda Kasher
Quadrilingualism
Hi-lighter markers and ball point pen
2015
1. Art 2. ASL 3. Si5s 4. English= quadrilingual
Ellen Mansfield
Hungry Eyes
6"x 6" Tile painting
Ken McBroom

Tracey Milo
"Brilliant Visions"
Artist: Tracey Milo
Graphite on paper
5x7
Laurie Monahan
"Lights Celebration"
used ipad, Pastels app
illuminated light bulb with filament inside shaped like a hand. Black background. With smaller bulbs of light across screen. ASL write symbols for open hand inside each small bulb.

bottom has words "ASL = LIGHT" written.

Artwork created using Paper53 on iPad Air
Teresa Davisson Newman
"Fell in Love with ASL"
8x11.5 letter size notebook
Color pencils, black marker
Benjamine Ratell
Oval mat board 4x7
Color pencils

Light bulb for head with a hungry eye for mouth spotlighting whatever s in sight,
wearing s bluish collared button shirt
It's dark in the background
Rez (Muddy Moges FB)
"My hand bulb."
Pencil sketch in my Moleskine
(Description: my left hand model showing palm in and morphing into a light bulb with the screw part attached on the bottom.)
Nancy Rourke
Eye Light on the Road
16inch by 20inch
oil on canvas
This painting is based on light Deaf people need to see. This is one of many prides in the Deaf culture, they leave a light on, in the car at night. The lightbulb is shaped as an eye. There are lightbulb stars, too.
Paul Scearce
Medium Light painting - Settings: f/9 - ISO 100 - 21 seconds
Mary Silvestri Simmons
Light
Watercolor
11x14
Not a lightbulb but it's one of my LIGHT breaks barriers.
Diane Squires
'Hands Brightened' or ... Ummm
iPad - Art Rage 3
Heidi Storme  
'illumination'  
mixed media, and, Adobe illustrator exploration. 2 panels, the top very busy, brightly colored, 2D hand, with designs alluding to an eye, center palm. The bottom more realistic, 3D. underlayment- a hand photograph with some of the designs and a hint of the eye (again, center palm) rays shining out, spanning to the edge of the piece.
Jenny Grinder Witteborg  
Acrylic on Canvas board  
5 inch by 7 inches

Dark blue background, foreground is a big yellow lightbulb with grey and black socket screwed into a RED base that has "ASL Visual Tactile Language" around the yellow lightbulbs are moths (fabric cut out and glued: Brown, Green, Tan, Pink print, and Orange all around the edges of the light. In the upper left corner is a white lightbul with a grey and black socket not screwed into anything but hanging there.

I am not sure what the white lightbulb is… but I cannot paint over it.

Was thinking - a newborn Deaf being? or a Oral/Dead Deaf being? NOT sure. It seems neutral…. altho nothing is ever really neutral in life.

Unfinished as is the chain one from yesterday.